
BATT Multi-Fuel for Jet, Diesel and Gasoline Fuel
The BATT Multi-Fuel is a significant achievement in bulk fuel design that allows operators to switch between flying 
diesel, gasoline and jet fuel. Each tank is designed specifically for the aircraft using it to ensure a precise fit and 
to maximize the load-carrying capacity of the aircraft. BATTs are made from two main components: a heavy duty, 
abrasion-resistant outer tank (with a built-in strapping system that also serves as secondary containment) and a 
fuel-specific, baffled inner tank.

Civilian Market
Few remote sites have year-round delivery from tanker trucks or barges. Aircraft are typically used to transport 
fuel supplies. Now, remote site operators have an innovative new option that is both economical and efficient: 
the BATT. Operators can fly fuel out, empty the BATT, roll it up and then head back with a full load of cargo or 
passengers.

Military Market
The BATT was originally manufactured to help armed forces re-supply their operations with fuel, where ground 
transports often fell prey to attacks from opposing forces. This led not only to a loss of valuable fuel, but to a 
loss of life. Elsewhere, military clients use remote fuel caches for emergency response, remote operations and 
the re-supply of forward operating areas that are cut off because ground transport is too risky or other access is 
unavailable. SEI’s Bulk Aviation Transport Tanks provide the perfect solution for these mission-critical needs.

Certification
SEI is proud to be the first company to receive a Transportation of Dangerous Goods Equivalency Certificate (SU 
12637) from Transport Canada allowing the BATT to be used without special permits for the transportation of fuel 
jet, diesel and gasoline fuel. This certificate states that the BATT is limited to supplying fuel to areas with remote 
access or where other transportation options are not readily available or practical. The certificate also states that 
the fuel must be loaded into a flexible tank that meets all the specifications of the BATT as manufactured by SEI 
Industries.

The BATT Multi-Fuel is approved to carry Aviation Fuel Class 3 UN 1863, Packing Group III; Diesel Fuel Class 3 
UN1202, Packing Group III and Gasoline Fuel Class 3 UN 1203, Packing Group II.
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Bulk aviation transport tanks deliver several cost, safety and environmental benefits.

Economical 
Remote site operators can now purchase bulk fuel easily while also eliminating the cost of returning empty drums. 
Air operators can maximize load-carrying capacity on flights. Dead head flights with no cargo or passengers can 
be minimized because BATTs can be folded up and stored when not in use.

Safety 
Steel fuel drums are not designed to fit or be secured inside an aircraft. They can move around while in transit, 
injuring operators or causing damage to the craft. Conversely, BATTs are designed to fit each specific aircraft, 
which ensures that the payload doesn’t shift in flight. The BATT’s double-walled design, with built-in restraining 
straps and baffles, minimizes liquid dynamics.

Environmental
Fuel drums are often abandoned, when empty, because of the high cost associated with removing or disposing 
of them correctly. The harmful liquids can then leech into the environment. The BATT eliminates the need for fuel 
drums, minimizing the risk of environmental contamination. Fuel spills associated with handling multiple drums are 
also eliminated.

Patented Engineering
In 2018, the BATT was awarded a US patent (No. 10029848) for the internal baffling system. Designed and 
engineered in-house, these inner buffer walls minimise the surging of liquids within the tank when the craft is 
in motion. The baffling system is adjusted based on whether the craft is fixed-wing or rotary-wing. In terms of 
the rotary-wing-specific design, the system contains an additional stabilizing ‘X’ baffle that helps to counteract 
movement of those types of craft. In all, the baffling system increases the safety and convenience of transporting 
fuel in either rotary- or fixed-wing aircraft. More than that, it allows the tank to operate varying levels capacity from 
70% to 100%.
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Outer Tank
• The outer tank is resistant to abrasion and puncture and provides 100% 

secondary containment for the inner tank.
• The outer tank’s strapping system enables it to be secured to the cargo 

deck with adjustable webbing straps. Each strap has an adjustable cam-
buckle and a snap hook.

• The strapping system is specific to each airframe and is connected to the 
tank by steel forged D-rings. All straps are made from heavy-duty, poly-
webbing with a working load rating of 5,000 lbs / 2,268 kg.

• Additional connecting links are provided to connect the tank to tie-down 
points in the cargo area.

• The outer tank has a leak-proof, chemical-resistant, liquid-tight zipper 
that can be opened to remove the inner tank for inspection and repair.

Inner Tank
• The inner tank has a unique, 

patented curvilinear contour 
baffling – or wave buffering system 
that matches with the natural 
shape of a filled tank.

• Baffle design varies between fixed- 
and rotary-wing craft to ensure 
proper liquid surge dampening.

Tank Fittings and Vents
• The tank has a vent system for the container that can be connected to 

an external vent system in the cargo hold area. The vent is connected 
to a hose that is secured in the aircraft and exits outside the cargo area 
during filling.

• Tanks have one 2” or 3” fill / discharge port with a ball valve or optional 
dry brake connection as well as a tethered dust plug / cap.

• A selection of plugs and clamps are included in a small emergency repair 
kit that is permanently attached to the tank and clearly marked. These 
plugs and clamps can be used to seal leaks while the tank is in flight or 
on the ground.

Fixed-wing Inner Tank Rotary-wing Inner Tank
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Specifications
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Model
Capacity

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

Dry Weight

USG L IN M LB KG

BATT-100 100 379 48 x 14 x 48 1.22 x 0.36 x 1.22 50 22.7

BATT-210 210 794 54 x 18.5 x 70 1.37 x 0.47 x 1.78 120 54.4

BATT-400 400 1,514 69 x 23 x 82 1.75 x 0.58 x 2.08 175 79.4

BATT-430 430 1,628 43.5 x 28 x 120 1.10 x 0.71 x 3.05 185 83.9

BATT-430H 430 1,628 43.5 x 28 x 120 1.10 x 0.71 x 3.05 195 88.5

BATT-470 470 1,779 43.5 x 28 x 137 1.10 x 0.71 x 3.48 205 93.0

BATT-500 500 1,892 69 x 23 x 100 1.75 x 0.58 x2.54 190 86.2

BATT-630 630 2,385 46 x 29 x 160 1.17 x 0.74 x 4.06 215 97.5

BATT-700 700 2,649 63 x 30 x 117 1.60 x 0.76 x 2.97 250 113.4

BATT-750 750 2,839 55 x 26 x 157 1.40 x 0.66 x 3.99 265 120.2

BATT-750H 750 2,839 55 x 26 x 157 1.40 x 0.66 x 3.99 275 124.7

BATT-1050 1,050 3,975 63 x 30 x 168 1.60 x 0.76 x 4.27 295 133.8

BATT-1150H 1,150 4,354 63 x 30 x 183 1.60 x 0.76 x 4.65 305 138.3

BATT-1150-2 1,150 4,354 75.25 x 15.5 x 279 1.91 x 0.39 x 7.09 420 190.5

BATT-1220 1,220 4,618 66 x 18.5 x 294 1.68 x 0.47 x 7.47 410 186

BATT-1300 1,300 4,912 66 x 28.25 x 216 1.68 x 0.72 x 5.49 380 172.4

BATT-1600 1,600 6,056 66 x 28.25 x 260 1.68 x 0.72 x 6.60 390 176.9

BATT-1800 1,800 6,814 66 x 28.25 x 289 1.68 x 0.72 x 7.34 430 195.0

BATT-1800H 1,800 6,814 76 x 32.5 x 216 1.93 x 0.83 x 5.49 420 190.5

BATT-2100 2,100 7,950 76 x 32.5 x 250 1.93 x 0.83 x 6.35 440 199.6

BATT-2480 2,480 9,388 76 x 32.5 x 291 1.93 x 0.83 x 7.39 500 226.8

Specifications are approximate and subject to change depending on fuel requirements. Consult BATT Multi-Fuel Manual for product switching guide for 
safe processes to switch between jet, diesel and gasoline fuel. 


